
Agenda

9:00 – 9:30 Registration and Coffee

9:30 – 9:45 M & S Manuals – What are they and when to purchase them

9:45 – 10:00 Contributory value of outbuildings

10:00 – 10:30 Linking Cama data to Tax Maps – What are the optoins

10:30 – 10:15 Quick Break

10:15 – 11:15 Attached Garages and Finished Area

11:15 – 11:45 How to print all PRCs and Cost sheets at one time (Pros & Cons)

11:45 – 12:00 Cleaning up 911 Address Fields and how they can help you

12:00 – 1:00 Lunch

1:00 – 1:30 Review of Current Use Calculator tool

1:30 – 2:30 Apex Tips and Shortcuts

2:30 – 3:00 How to deal with multiple houses on 1 parcel

3:00 – 3:30 Open question and answer



Linking Cama Data to Tax Maps what are your options
Many Cities and Towns are taking advantage of adding Grand List and CAMA data to their

digital tax maps.  This allows users of the digital tax map programs to click on a parcel and have it
show Owner information, Parcel Values, Sketches, and Photos of the parcel.  Digital tax map
programs can be hosted on the internet for all to view or they can be access from a computer within
the City or Town office.

Things to consider –
 What data would you like to share? IE: Names, Address, Building Sq ft, Photos
 Which program has that data you would like to include on the tax map? CAMA, Grand

List, Tax admin etc.
 Do you want to link a Property Record Card from CAMA?
 What time period does the data reflect?  (I recommend that you use data after you have

had all of your Grievance Hearings).

1. The first step is to have a discussion with the people in your Town office to see what data they
would be comfortable showing in this fashion.

2. Discuss with your tax mapper that this is something you would like to do.  They will likely give
you some input on file layouts etc.

3. Are you going to host on a public computer in the office or on the Towns Website for all to
see?

Selecting Data:

1. If the data you would like to show on your Tax maps is found in the Grand list such as
Owners, Address, Tax information then use the ‘H’ Export feature on the reports menu to
select the specific fields you want to show.  Remember some of that information is
confidential suchas 911 numbers and state payments.  So you would not want to include
that information. Below is an example of the export process in the Grand List.  Here is the
link to our website for more details on this process.
http://www.nemrc.com/support/grandList/LS_RH_GRAND_LIST_TO_DISK/



Linking Cama Data to Tax Maps what are your options
2. Exporting data from MSOL CAMA – If you want to include Building Type, Building Sq Ft,

and Number of Baths then use the Export feature in CAMA.  See below for an example. Go
to our website at www.nemrc.com click on the Microsolve label for detailed instructions on
exporting data.
http://www.nemrc.com/support/cama/2016MsolCamaDocs/2016%20MSOL%20CAMA%20
Doc1.pdf

2a. Linking Property Record Cards to Tax maps. NEMRC can host all of your Property
Record cards for you. Then when someone Clicks on a parcel on a tax map then the
program will connect to your data on our server and bring up a copy of the Property Record
Card.  Again you decide how much data you would like the users to see.  Below is an
example of what the user may see.



Linking Cama Data to Tax Maps what are your options
Here is an example of a tax map that is linked with Cama Data. When I click on the parcel 5:59,b that
is circled below it will bring up the basic parcel information seen to the right.

By clicking on the label ‘Open Property Card’ it will display the PRC for this parcel as seen on the
right.























Printing Property Record Cards & Cost Sheets All vs One at a Time
First let us begin with printing Property Records Cards.  Below is an example of what a

standard 1 page PRC may look like.  You may print these off 1 parcel at a time, a range of parcels, or
all parcels.

1. Printing 1 at a time can be done while you have a parcel displayed on the screen. Simply click
on the ‘Printer’ icon on the tool bar.  Then select the ‘Other Custom Report or (PRC) button. As
seen below.

2. Next Click the button
‘Report on SINGLE Parcel’
or use the ‘Choose Report’ button
to change to a different PRC layout.

3. Here is a sample 1 Page PRC



Printing Property Record Cards & Cost Sheets All vs One at a Time
How to Print a Range of PRCs or All PRCs at one time.

1. You can not have any parcels open when you use this feature. Simply go to ‘Tools’ and select
‘Run Report’ from the menu.  CAUTION:  Running Property Record Cards on all parcels can
take an enormous amount of time. We strongly recommend that you run them in batches using
the Filtering feature.

2. We strongly urge you to use the
‘Filter’ tool located on the tool bar
to set up batches of parcels to print.

Now you see a list of all of your
Parcels.  Use the ‘Choose Report’
Button to select a different PRC or
Select the ‘Report for All parcels’
button to begin printing All PRCs.

Pros and Cons

Pros to printing individual PRCs
Printing 1 prc at a time – That prc can be attached to an email or linked to a digital Tax map
file.
You can change the to a different PRC Layout for a specific parcel if you would like.
Printing small batches/ranges of parcels is a better idea.

Con to printing all PRCs
It takes a good amount of time possibly 6 hours or more depending on how many parcels you
have in your town.

Filter Tool



Printing Property Record Cards & Cost Sheets All vs One at a Time
Printing Cost Sheets One at a time, in a range, or All at once.

It is important to remember every time you use the Costing tool it is revaluing the Parcel or Parcels
you selected.  Therefore the value will change if someone edited a parcel without running the Costing
tool once they were done.
Best Practices for Running Cost.

1. Do a backup of your data first.  (The backup feature is located under the ‘Tools’ Menu)
2. Open the parcel you want to run the Cost tool.
3. Look at ‘Valuation’ Tab first as seen on the screen below.  Note at least what the Cama

Total, Housesite, and Homestead values are before your run cost.  This way you will have
the ability to see if the value changed when you ran an new cost sheet.

Running Cost for a Range or All Parcels

Best Practices
1. Do a backup of your data first.  (The backup feature is located under the ‘Tools’ Menu)
2. Before opening a parcel select ‘Valuation’ from the menu bar.  Then select ‘Cost Approach’

from the next menu, and then ‘Run Cost Approach’ from the following menu as seen on the
left below.

3. Use the ‘Filter’ Tool to set up a range of parcels you want to run ‘Cost’ on at this time see
image below on the right side.  This Highly Recommended.

4. Click on the ‘Run All’ button at the bottom.

Cost Tool

Filter Tool



Printing Property Record Cards & Cost Sheets All vs One at a Time
Pros and Cons

Pros to printing individual Cost Sheets

You have the chance to check the value before running cost.
It only affects the one record you are currently viewing
It is easier to reconcile changes that may have been made prior to you running cost.

Cons to printing all Cost Sheets at once.
You run the risk of having multiple parcels change value without you knowing.  (Although a
review of your ‘Change of Appraisal’ report will show you which parcels had a change in
value.)
Running Cost in small batches is better as you will have fewer parcels to reconcile at one
time.

How to safely run all Cost sheets at one time.

Contact NEMRC support we will set up a test file for you that will show you all the values as
they are at this point.  Then we will take that test file and run cost across all parcels.  Next we
compare the values from the first file “Before” cost had been run to the file “After” cost had run.  After
that we will give you a report of all parcels that have a change in value.  Then you can look at that list
and identify why the parcel is changing in value.  Doing this process you will not affect your current
data.



911 Street Drop Down
NEMRC 1 of 1

A 911 street drop down list has been created.  This will help you clean up your
street names as needed.  The program will build the drop down list using your existing
911 street information.  Then you may go through the list and correct any inconsistencies
that you find.  The following guide walks you through this process.

1.  Click the Find button next to 911
field.  This will sort all of your 911
locations alphabetically.

2.  Scroll through the list and find any
street that is not spelled correctly
or is inconsistent.  Decide if you
are going to use punctuations
along with abbreviations or if you
will spell out the words Street,
Road, and Lane etc.

Allen St
Allen St.
Allen Street

3.  Double click the record that
needs to be corrected.  In this
example we will select the
record where the word ‘Street’
is spelled out. Then the one
with the period after the ‘St.’

4.  Once the record is on the
‘Parcel Maint’ screen click the
drop down and choose the
correct street name spelling.

5.  After all of the incorrect spellings have
been removed from the program they
will be removed from the drop down list
after you exit the software and come
back in again.


